
Subject: Adios
Posted by Nate on Thu, 10 Apr 2003 21:19:20 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

If I am wrong at this:

NateIt's really sad the community to be like this... but you guys have to think it's not just ACK who
does these things.  It's the big mouths of the community as well.  It's comments like ACK's that
destroys a person, YES.  And I would agree that ACK is most of the time... a shit head.  But it's
not just him... there are a lot of people.  

When people keep insulting someone who's a real noob.  They put up so much of this noobness...
that it isn't even funny.  When someone make another map, insulted... someone just learning how
to play, insulted... someone make a comment, so very insulted and maybe threatend as well... do
I make sense?

So I beg you... the community... think first before you type it here.  Be sensitive to other people
even if they are noobs.  If you guys want to put down the community by all means continue with
your bashing.  But if you want to put more people in... to encourage new people here... for the
community to grow.  Please, no, I beg you... consider what you are typing here.  A lot of people
take it seriously... if you want to be respected then respect others.

Then let the community place judgement... I will not be moved by some guy who has personality
problems and thinks everybody than themselves makes a community and doesn't give a F&(K for
other people at all.  I am so very tired of seeing this SHIT over and over again.  

To people who think they are higher than everybody just because they have map making gift and
others don't because they have OTHER gifts,  I don't give a F&(K about your opinion or logic.  I
will be who I am... to myself and be myself... in any life Virtual or Real.  

Noob or not, I don't give a SHIT when it comes to people who are SHITS THEMSELVES TO
OTHER PEOPLE.  You can say whatever you want to think whatever you think.  I will still not be
moved...
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